
April 19, 2024

Prince Edward County Chief Administrative Officer, Marcia Wallace
mwallace@pecounty.on.ca;
Prince Edward County Mayor, Steve Ferguson
sferguson@pecounty.on.ca;
Prince Edward County Councilors
kmacnaughton@pecounty.on.ca, pst-jean@pecounty.on.ca, bnieman@pecounty.on.ca,
pprinzen@pecounty.on.ca, cengelsdorfer@pecounty.on.ca, sgrosso@pecounty.on.ca,
jmaynard@pecounty.on.ca, rpennell@pecounty.on.ca, sbranderhorst@pecounty.on.ca,
broberts@pecounty.on.ca, cbraney@pecounty.on.ca, dharrison@pecounty.on.ca,
jhirsch@pecounty.on.ca, council@pecounty.on.ca

To: Marcia Wallace, Steven Ferguson and Councilors

Admittedly, there is no friendly tone to this letter, whatsoever. Although I’ve been respectful in
previous correspondence, the respect is not mutual and I’m not on a friendly basis with the PEC
municipal government, obviously, so I won’t pretend otherwise.

It’s taken me years of blood, sweat and tears to secure but I finally have the evidence necessary
to prove that the Prince Edward County (PEC) municipal government and particular prominent
individuals and groups of individuals have colluded in conspiracy to cause serious, irreparable
harm to me and mine.

The PEC municipal government has literally robbed me, with all intent, of any sense of dignity
while usurping my home and property. It’s so incredibly sick and disgusting! An elite group in
PEC has literally worked to destroy me in any way possible, robbing me of opportunity, dignity
and stability. My life, liberty and security of person is a joke to the PEC EXECUTIVE
GOVERNMENT.

Internal colonialism, an internationally unlawful act, is, as far as it seems to me, occurring in
PEC whereby an entitled few appear to be creating serious disadvantaged and inequitable
conditions for the rest of the community. I’ve been so adversely affected by the corrupt
government in PEC, myself, that I literally had no choice but to research the actual history of
Canada to find out how and why the corruption is occurring.

It’s taken me quite some time to put it all together but now that I have an understanding of how
the executive government at the federal, provincial and municipal levels are operating, it’s
evident, to me at least, that the people of Canada are being duped. Municipal councils and the
provincial legislature are not calling the shots but instead, it’s the so-called executive branch
that’s wreaking so much havoc in municipal affairs these days.

Ontario, as most of you likely understand, has been restructured into census divisions and, thus,
many changes have occurred to the municipal government structure in Ontario. CAOs appear to
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run the show these days and outside corporations, such as StrategyCorp, appear to be
influencing municipal officers, a criminal act, here in Ontario. Many deceitful changes to the
structure of government have gone on under the trusting noses of the general public. PEC isn’t
even considered to be a county any longer, now designated as a city where the so-called
municipal executive projects an 333% influx in the population. PEC is literally about to be
transformed in a way that no local, in my opinion, would ever consent to. The Association of
Ontario Municipalities, along with the so-called Eastern Ontario Mayor’s Caucus and the
respective Warden’s caucus, appear to be facilitating the outright abuse of public trust.

Loyalists and other settler family descendants, as far as I’m concerned, continue to colonize at
the cost of the entire community despite the fact that the rest of the civilized world is actively
decolonizing. Prince Edward County seems to be stuck in the past and it’s an exceptional
burden on those in the community who so desperately attempt to evolve beyond Canada’s
colonial period! Even further, the so-called proud loyalist municipality appears to be engaging in
crimes against humanity by inducing preventable poverty and homelessness for the so-called
‘underprivileged’ or ‘less fortunate’ constituents of PEC.

The Chamber of Commerce appears to be facilitating the necessary connections to bring
prosperity to a particular demographic in PEC. It seems to me that all of this talk of equity,
diversity and inclusion is just lip service and a new way for the entitled community handlers to
sound concerned about the community at large, which, in my experience, is, most certainly, not
the case. It seems to me that the rich are getting richer while the poor get poorer in PEC all
while the community is being transformed to become something that the locals have
continuously objected to!

I, myself, have been held down for a very long time due to corruption in the medical industry, the
child protection industry, police services, social services and all levels of government in Canada,
despite my best efforts to prevent or resist such. Still, I’ve been doing what I can to heal and to
get stronger and I’ll be doing what it takes, even if it kills me at this point, to stand up to the
corruption in the PEC community.

If the municipality successfully usurped the property that I’ve sacrificed beyond measure for, I’ll
be recovering the losses from those who are responsible. I know that so-called professionals
have been trained to believe that they’re untouchable as far as the law is concerned but I can
assure the reader that no one is immune to the law - NO ONE!

Every single person on this planet who governs themselves in the absence of good faith is
subject to personal liability under the law. If harm is caused because of an action done in bad
faith, the perpetrator of the harm becomes absolutely liable. So-called officials enjoy protection
of the law so long as they govern themselves in good faith while applying established policy.
Once good faith is abandoned, however, so-called officials subject themselves to personal
liability. Average people who are harmed by bad-faith actors can then apply tort law to recover
loss which I plan to do for my own matters in due course.



Many of my friends and family members are being either disadvantaged or outright killed off by
the so-called professionals in the PEC community and I’ve had far more than enough of it! As
such, once I’m in a position to assist others, I’ll help them to do the very same! It’s become
evident at this point that I’m far from the only person being oppressed by the PEC municipal
government and other key players in the community.

It’s come to the point that nepotism and cronyism are obvious factors behind the corruption in
PEC. Nepotism and cronyism are strongly linked to colonialism and will be exposed and
resisted in PEC, especially at this point, so that every single person in PEC has a voice and a
place in their own community. I’ll be releasing a number of videos to the public about this matter
and seeking subsequent assistance from various outside authorities as Canada’s internal
colonialism is simply too much at this point!

The bottom line here is that my life has been destroyed by the so-called elite in PEC and it’s far
beyond time that that story was told! What the PEC council and other municipal staff have
allowed to go on in my life is not only criminal and inequitable but outright inhumane! Although
I’ve said in the past that I plan to hold protests in the town, I haven’t been able to do so because
of my given situation. This summer, however, I can be expected to be seen at random locations
in the county where I’ll be engaging with tourists and the community at large.

I guarantee that the mayor and CAO will know by the end of this summer that they have lit a
metaphorical fire that they can’t put out now. I’ll be relentlessly elevating my voice in the
community and I’ll be doing what it takes to let the rest of the country know that PEC is captured
by so-called elite tyrants! I know, for a fact, that I'm going to be on the right side of history in this
war that’s being waged against me by the PEC municipal government.

The reality of this horrible matter is that I’m being systematically dismantled all because I stood
up for others in the community and blew the whistle on hospice, the PECAS and others who
were causing harm to the wider community. The police have acted as personal body guards to
keep me silent about it all while a circle of friends remains committed to slandering me and
subsequently alienating me from the community in various ways.

I should state, too, especially on record, that I’m in no way threatening anyone with anything
unlawful. Every single step that I take in response to the unbelievable tyranny that I’m
experiencing will be 100% lawful. I can’t effectively relate how sincerely though I am tolerating
cowards who can’t face facts while subsequently alleging to others that I’m threatening them or
being otherwise inappropriate for merely seeking accountability in a peaceful manner.

I’ve always been upfront, honest, respectful and proactive with PEC staff and so-called officials
only to get repeatedly kicked in the face, so to speak. I’ve been proactive and I’ve done my very
best to cooperate with PEC staff and so-called officials but I can’t endure the oppression any
longer. It’s been a long-time running and all I can do now is tell my story and recover my losses
as necessary.



Despite how bleak things appear to be for me at this time, I’m confident that the tables will turn
and that I’ll be living in a very fine house on a very fine property one day. One way or another, I’ll
get my due, even if that means suing so-called officials and taking their house to live in. Who
knows, maybe I’ll be living large in the mayor’s or CAO’s house one day. The reader may find
that last statement humorous but I find it to be of real potential.

With that said, it needs to be noted that not all so-called officials in PEC appear to be acting in
bad faith. It appears as though municipal councilors throughout Ontario are being stifled by the
so-called executive branches of respective governments through non-disclosure agreements
and other legal instruments. While councilors still have a duty to rescue the community at large
from the effects of internal colonialism, it appears to me as though many councilors are either
too confused or scared to respond to community issues accordingly. Simply put, NDA’s appear
to be silencing municipal councils throughout Ontario. In this way, the oppression that I’ve been
experiencing is now coming for the wider PEC community. I simply refuse to stand by and let
that happen!

I’ll close by saying that I’ve surely been silenced, to say the least, by oppression over these past
few years but once I get my voice back I’ll be shouting my truth from the rooftops in PEC.
What’s been done in the dark will most certainly be brought to the light! My oppression is well
documented and it will surface and be staunchly defended by others even if I should have to
meet an untimely demise. It’s all on the line for me at this point and I’m definitely not holding
back from the truth surrounding my oppression any longer!

Again, a response is requested but certainly not expected, especially from entitled tyrants! Still,
I’d appreciate any amount of human decency the PEC municipal government could muster up, if
at all possible.

Sincerely,
Brenda Everall
brendaeverall@gmail.com
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